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The study of mechanisms of formulation of regional images in mass media is based on
several determining factors:

In general, despite the optimistic figures showing a continuous growth of mass media
in the country, a breakdown by regions demonstrates disproportion in the information
network development. The overwhelming majority of mass media – print and elec-
tronic, are concentrated in the capital, Bishkek. All regional mass media include oblast
newspapers and TV and radio companies, which are bodies of the oblast state admin-
istrations and oblast keneshes.  In some regions there are two oblast newspapers – in
the Kyrgyz and Russian languages which are duplicating each other (Issyk-Kul, Chui)
and in Kyrgyz and Uzbek - Jalal-Abad. In Naryn, Talas and Batken there is a newspa-
per in Kyrgyz only, in Osh there are three oblast governmental newspapers – in Kyrgyz,
Russian and Uzbek

The distribution of other media in the regions looks as follows:
Oblast TV and radio channel “Sary Ozon” and nine rayon state newspapers operate in
Chui Oblast.  The life of media outlets is artificially supported by the rayon akimiats,
ensuring forced subscription and miniscule subsidies. The budget financing predeter-
mines the problems of economic character: the subscription is ensured mainly at the
expenses of ayil okmotu and other local self government bodies, which are not in
possession of certain financial means.  This means that the media have to accept
“natural payment” and afterwards become involved in sales of grain, beets and other
agricultural products.  By no means, however, do these efforts cover completely the
editorial and printing costs and the newspapers find themselves hardly able to make
both ends meet.  They have huge debts to pay to printing houses as a rule.  The latter
also are forced to continue to provide their services to newspapers. The polygraph
base is quite adequate to the content of the printed materials themselves – relief print
with a limited number of garnitures.  The limitations of the political nature include
absolute dictatorship by the rayon state government bodies, lack of urgent topics
adequate to the reality and a sharp shortage of professional young personnel.  There
are but a few non-state mass media in Chui oblast: the newspaper of the Tokmak
printing house; the joint-stock city newspaper “Business Chui-Tokmok”; the private
newspaper “RIO Kara-Balta” (ceased the operations in 1998 due to the conviction of
its founder and owner for fraud); the joint-stock newspaper “Inform-Kara-Balta”, (closed
due its financial non-viability in 1998); the youth newspaper “Vest” is issued on a
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grant from “Soros Kyrgyzstan Foundation”, “Mass media Center Tatina” with a founder
joint venture “Tatina”.  Overall, the situation of Chui mass media is especially difficult
due to their closeness to Bishkek.  They face a high competition with the capital and
national media while the polygraph and other technical conditions do not give any
competitive advantages.

The mass media of Issyk-Kul Oblast are represented by five governmental newspa-
pers (two oblast newspapers in Russian and Kyrgyz, two rayon newspapers and one
city newspaper in Balykchy) and one oblast state TV channel broadcasting on the
frequency of the state TV and radio channel KTR.  Attempts to reanimate two other
rayon newspapers are resumed from time to time, but all of them fail because of
financial difficulties. There are professional newspapers such as “Bilim Shamy”, issued
by the oblast education department and “Genofond,” newspaper of the city health
department of Karakol.  In the second half of 1990s there appeared several newspa-
pers at once financed by international organizations: Winrock International project
instituted a farmers’ newspaper and GTZ assisted in the creation of an ecological
newspaper “Biospheric territory of Issyk-Kul”, Danida assisted in founding a TV and
radio studio which then the city administration transferred to the Information and
Advertising agency “KIRA”.  However, the “KIRA” project was a failure and the equip-
ment disappeared.  Also irregularly and in small circulation are distributed two private
advertisement-free newspapers: “Factor” and “Besplatnaya Gazeta”.  Electronic mass
media are represented by the Karakol branch of the “Almaz” radio station, which after
getting independent legal status in 1998, has changed its name to “Radio LW”.  Since
1997 “Ecological Youth Television” is working, however, it is ecological by name only
thanks to the founder – an ecological non-governmental organization.  Currently, it
rebroadcasts a Russian channel, TV-6, and its own programming, including a weekly
news program “Results of the Week” and the daily music programmes “Music Orders
of TV watchers” with advertisements and greetings. It is rather difficult to determine
the status of a newspaper called “Myizam Jolu” (“Road of law”), as the newspaper was
founded by an individual- editor- but certain financial and information support was
and is provided by the oblast public prosecutor’s office.

In Naryn Oblast actually functioning are three rayon newspapers, one oblast state
newspaper and an oblast state TV and radio studio. Another two rayon newspapers
are published in a “pulsing” rhythm: due to miserable financial conditions they are
issued extremely irregular, whenever the money for the next issue becomes available.
As a rule, rayon state governmental bodies make financial injections before important
political events – such as elections.  Independent mass media include TV studio “Ayan”,
radio station “Tenir-Too” and two newspapers: “Dil” and “Ayan” which ceased their
operations.

In Talas Oblast in fact only the oblast state governmental newspaper “Talas Turmushu”
is published and an oblast TV and radio station is operating.  Recently “Talas Indepen-
dent TV” started its operations.  In general the information situation in oblast is poor
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– the market mostly offers advertising and commercial newspapers and criminal read-
ing, as well as some Russian and Kazakh mass media.

In Batken Oblast,  radio “Salam” operates, founded jointly by UNICEF, the Interna-
tional Tolerance Fund and Internews and targetting young people of 17-25. There is
also the oblast state newspaper “Batken tany” in Kyrgyz. In Lyailyak rayon there was
a private (home commercial) television studio which was closed in summer 2000 as a
result of the conflict with the rayon akim. An integral feature of the information situ-
ation in Batken oblast are propaganda religious sheets issued by Hisb-ut Tahrir and
other extremist groups.

Jalal-Abad Oblast has 12 governmental print media including two oblast, two city
and three rayon newspapers; three professional newspapers - “Salyk nalog info”, “Dil”
and “Chyndyk Tuusu” and specialized editions, such as the newspaper “Musulman”.
Jalal-Abad oblast is the only region with its own offset printing facilities, which could
be the ground for economic independence of the polygraph base (numerous mass
media even from Osh had printed their newspapers using these facilities), however,
the oblast state bodies do not wish to release the printing facilities from their mo-
nopoly.  Recently the printing facilities have been privatized and rumors say that they
were bought by persons close to the family of Akaev. The coverage of broadcasting of
the oblast TV and radio company is broad enough.  However, the general atmosphere
of work in the labor collective is determined by internal intrigues and split into groups,
which are supported by different representatives of oblast government bodies.  In
reality the oblast TV and radio company has become a battle field in the struggle of
local leaders for the political influence.  Non-state electronic mass media include TV
companies “Dastan”, “Makhabat  Jyldyzy”, “Mars”, “Nur-TV”, “Nur-TV” and a new TV
company “Echo of Manas, 7 Channel”, created by a former founder of KOORT televi-
sion Toktogaziev, who pursues not only commercial objectives, but also plans to ex-
tend the broadcast for the whole southern region with the purpose of integration of
southern oblasts.  Non-government newspapers are represented by NGOs’ papers
(“Law for al” – NGO “Justice”), advertising and commercial press (newspaper
“Informburo”, currently not published). Quasi-legitimate is the newspaper “Fergana”
founded by a former editor-in-chief of the oblast state newspaper B. Orunbekov,
which prior to the cancellation of registration by the Ministry of Justice had managed
to publish two printed issues and is currently published on-line on a Russian web
domain.

Among all regions only Osh Oblast represents a relative variety in mass media (at
least a quantitative one).  Osh mass media often have regional impact covering if not
the entire Fergana valley, then at least partially Jalal-Abad, Batken and all of Osh
oblast itself. Expansion of the area of broadcasting is perceived by the Osh editors-in-
chief as the realization of the ambitions of Osh as a southern capital.  Despite the fact
that in the past decade a number of independent TV and radio companies were cre-
ated, just a few managed to achieve the stability and the quality level higher than that
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of home video, namely: “Osh-TV”, “Meson-TV”and “Piramida-Osh,”.  These broadcast
using their own channels with the time of own programming from 2 to 6 hours a day.
Such companies as “DDD”, “Keremet”, “Erkin Ala-Too” and others rent the broadcast-
ing frequencies from the oblast TV and radio company or TRC “Sodrujestvo”.  In Osh
there are state newspapers (3 oblast newspapers, city paper “Vecherniy Osh”, 5 rayon
papers) and non-state mass media: “Demos-times (currently not issued), “Jany muun”,
“Osh Park”, “Meson” (published from time to time) “Rush time” and “Osh Press Vesti”,
currently published on the Internet.

The situation with the regional media described above can be summarized in the
following table:

Table 15. Informational resources in the regions
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Leading TV and radio companies and printed media based in Bishkek try to extend
more to the south because this region in essence is a larger part of the country and is
worth the effort at least from a commercial point of view. Besides, the current situa-
tion is such that the strategic objectives of the state, the destiny of the country is
determined in the south.  In this respect, the interest of the central mass media to
expand their influence farther to the south is understandable.  This is expressed not
only in the creation of a distribution network in the south, but also in setting up
correspondent’s offices, the conclusion of agreements with own correspondents in the
south and, if the financial resources are available, creation of newspaper southern
supplements.1

The print media in the capital are not in a position to say that they are able to
influence the population in the south in a sufficient way and cannot realize their
claims to integrate the regions into the life of the country.  The circulation of all the

1 Here we mean creation of a special supplement for the south – “Vecherniy Bishkek – Yug” was founded with the purpose of
conducting a PR campaign for the Presidential elections. After fulfillment of its mission, the newspaper died in a natural way as its
economic strategy had not been developed.  It is not by accident that the head of the newspaper was Ella Taranova, one of the most
loyal journalists to the Akaev’s family who never left the northern capital to organize the effective activities of the southern supple-
ment of “Vecherka.”  In essence, this was only an experiment with “implantation” of the capital press into the corps of the southern
media.  The radio and television companies are better in taking the southern information market.
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newspapers is not stable and overall not high.  The aggregate single-day circulation
of the five popular newspapers of Kyrgyzstan varies from 370,000 to 405,000 cop-
ies.  If the actual circulation covers only a small portion of the information needs,
what kind of impact could the local mass media have?  In other words, the era of the
total population coverage by newspapers and magazines both in the south and north
is long over.  The time of traditionally high use of print media is replaced by the time
of preferential TV and radio use.

But the shaped consumption structure of television, which is, undoubtedly, the leader
in coverage of the entire population of the country, could hardly be referred to as
journalism per se.  The research done through the focus groups with media users
has proved without doubt that the majority of the rural community watch feature
films, serials, music and entertainment programs.

The newspapers that come out, let us say, in Osh or Jalal-Abad, have less opportunity to
successfully enter the national market, at least up till now.  Despite numerous start-up

projects (“Osh-press”, “Akyiat” and others), none have demonstrated stable success.

The characteristic feature of contemporary journalism in Kyrgyzstan has become a
quite evident split in the mass media texts dividing the north and south.  Analysts
distinguish a number of objective reasons, which may deepen this split and facilitate
its transfer from the area of social conscience to the area of practical actions, which
will result in an irreversible development of the problem.

“Will the south and north meet?” – reflect publicists about the genesis of this divi-
sion. Different scientists associate the following with the roots of this phenomenon:
historical preconditions (specificity of clans and tribes), specific mentality due to
labor traditions and way of life, closeness to Uzbekistan and the unequal aggrieved
representation of southerners in politics.  It is very important to determine the role
of mass media in this problem.  Can mass media influence public opinion in a certain
manner by transferring informational formulas to the constructions of mass con-
sciousness? And what are the mechanisms that could be used by mass media in
doing so? Lastly, why and for whom could they fulfill such a mission: sewing discord
among the regions of the country?

As it is seen from the brief overview above, the representation of mass media in
different regions of the republic is quite irregular.  For example, in Osh oblast there
is a relative variety of mass media in terms of numbers and types of mass media,
whereas in some regions, like Talas and Batken, the mass media situation is very
poor.  The state media dominates in all regions and the dictatorship of local authori-

.................................................................................................
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ties makes the regional press faceless, stripped off its specific regional content.  For
example, publications of “Osh Janyrygy” could have been placed with the same
effect in “Tenir Too” or “Issyk-Kul Kabarlary,” having only changed the geographic
labels and the names of officials.  In such a situation the interests of the regions and
the specific interests of the local population are not articulated in the media space
and are not taken to the level of the whole society.  Such an information policy is a
reflection of the overall  policy of the state in relation to the regions.  This regional
policy from the soviet system is still maintained in the form of strong centralization
of power and a concentration of resources in the capital. The development of vertical
connections is considered preferable.  In some aspects the change of relations cen-
ter/regions has a negative character, which is predetermined by a reduction of re-
sources from the center to the regions.

Center/region relations are often perceived as the relations of the capital and regional
center.  These relations may be not too far from each other – this may even be the
relationship of competition (for example, the story with the second, southern capital of
Kyrgyzstan which is trying to compete with Bishkek, with temporary success).  How-
ever, to say this about the relations between the center and the regions is to say the
truth.  In fact, the distance of a huge, scary gap exists between the capital – center and
the province – villages and small towns of the regions.  This distance lies in all spheres
of the life and activity of people, including the information one (see Graph 13 “Informa-
tion exchange in Kyrgyzstan”).  The character of direction of information flows, as in the
old tradition, reproduces the system with a high degree of centralization of information
flows and preference of vertical connections over horizontal ones.

Nevertheless, the center cannot ignore the difference in potential of the regions and for
the purposes of preserving the whole system has to build specific relations with the
regions.  In the practical sense this results in the hierarchy of regions based on
tgeopolitical, economic, ethnic and cultural specifics.  But the absence or insignificance
of horizontal information connections does not allow perception of this hierarchy in the
regions.  As a result, representatives of each region believe that it is exactly them who
are aggrieved.  At the same time, all participants of focus groups for audiences were
certain that people in other regions knew nothing about them and that the news from
their particular region was not interesting for residents of other regions in principle.  In
this sense, an illustrative example is provided by one of the participants of the audience
focus group in Osh:  “About the Osh events (1999 Batken campaign) last year: my
daughter and I were on vacation at the Issyk-Kul lake at that time.  I was surprised by
the fact that they (Issyk-Kul residents) were sympathizing with the earthquake in Tur-
key more than with what was going on here and in Batken.  And it was only when we
came back that we found out everything, because there was better coverage here.”

Inside the regions themselves, similar processes take place – the oblast centers also
try to centralize the power and concentrate the resources that reach the oblast and
do not facilitate development of horizontal connection among the subjects of the
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regions.  Centralization of power, coupled with the weak resource support of the
regions, results in an escalation of the  disintegration processes.

Graph 20. Information exchange in Kyrgyzstan

Residents of the regions are poorly aware even about what is going on with their
closest neighbors, and even if they have this information they receive it mostly from
capital sources. Many focus groups participants noted that a decade ago the connec-
tions between the regions and the north and south – people were bound by mar-
riages, practically all layers of population could afford to fly to the south or north,
friendly (professional or other) and blood relations were carefully maintained. But the
last 7-8 years made these contacts among people nearly impossible.  Informal chan-
nels of communication now can activate the multiplication of rumors and speculation.

Today it is possible to state with certainty that the population of the southern and
northern parts of the country has developed a constant stereotype of “them, the
strangers.”  That is, the residents of Naryn or Talas or Chui displayed the same easi-
ness in imagining and describing the southern region and its residents.   Moreover,
often this image carries only  negative qualities – insidiousness and unpredictability of
behavior, religion bordering on ignorance, groveling and conservativeness… Of course,
many pointed out the “attractive” features and qualities of the southerners – they
cook well and know how to show hospitality, however, these “instrumental” positive
qualities were immediately crossed out by the strong meaningful, negative “insin-
cere.”

The focus group participants and respondents surveyed during the interviews, when
asked about the boundaries of the southern region, clearly name three oblasts – Osh,
Jalal-Abad, and Batken.  For the residents of southern regions, the notions “north”
and “northerners” also has quite clear definitions. The residents of the southern oblasts
do not see a principle cultural or another difference between the residents of Talas,
Chui, Naryn and Issyk-Kul oblasts.

With the definition of “us, ours”, almost all surveyed respondents had a difficulty.  In
such a territorial aspect self-identifications have not formed yet, and identity stereo-
types have not formed in the mass consciousness either.  The residents of Naryn,

Capital - center

Region (oblast center)

Province (rayons,
cities, villages)



Issyk-Kul, Chui and Talas were bewildered by the question about the northerners –
how is it possible to unite such different oblasts into one notion of the “north.”  And
they started lengthy explanations of the differences in ethnic roots of one or another
clan, differences in cultural traditions, and what makes them incomparable.  Talas
residents stated that they cannot be included into the northern or southern part of the
country, that they are all by themselves, cut off.  “Appendix, rudiment” – this is how
they defined their geographic position, which in principle described their perception of
the significance of the whole region as well.  Issyk-Kul residents were wondering:
where Bishkek is included? It cannot be in the north together with them, can it?
Unification of the southern region is also problematic: the southerners, when asked to
define themselves, noted that in the south there are no integrative connections or
cultural homogeneity even within the so-called “southern region.”  For example, a
resident of Alai, who considers himself a true ethnic Kyrgyz, can argue for a long time
about the possibility of any similarities with a resident of Uzgen rayon, where ethnic
Uzbeks dominate, and the traditions and customs are therefore non-Kyrgyz.  And
where to place the residents of Toguz-Toro, which in the Soviet history territorially was
a part of the Naryn oblast for a long time, and now is included into Jalal-Abad?  Some
residents of Osh, for example, were talking about the residents of this rayon in the
same spirit as the ancient Chinese chroniclers described the people with dogs’ heads
who lived far away behind the seas and mountains.  That is for everyone it was much
easier to define themselves through a number of exclusions, such as “what we are
not.”  We are not residents of Osh, Kara-Suu, or Myrzak.  Thus, the perception of
regions in mass consciousness clearly manifests the hidden potential of collapse, a
centrifugal force as one of the transformation tendencies.  In the mass consciousness,
there is no integrative sense of inclusion into the unity of the Kyrgyzstan nation, there
is no regional unity (south-north) and there is no sense of unity within the oblast,
rayon.  This disintegration process covers even the villages, tribes or clans, individual
families, because the center has lost its cohesive power.  The disintegrating processes
described above resulted in the collapse of the collective identity of “Soviet people,”
while the new era did not provide alternative identities.  Today, the people have
difficulties in identifying themselves within the rayon, and even more difficulties –
within the oblast, and practically do not see themselves within the oblast.  Even within
small territorial formations, the divisions on ethnic, clan and social grounds are signifi-
cant.  In this sense, the image of the “north-south” split created by the media seems
an artificial political mechanism.  But this virtual division, exploited and exaggerated
by the media, has all the chances of being implanted into the mass consciousness and
becoming reality.2

If as a result of media activity covering the country’s regional split, the final transfer of
these elements from the information texts into the facts of consciousness, indeed
takes place, it will be manifested in regional self-consciousness, the identification of
“we” and a mechanism of perceiving any ecological, social and political problem as a
regional one will be started.

2 See Section 5 “Role of Media in Construction of Reality.”
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Graph 21. Map of information exchange between the regions of Kyrgyzstan

Note: Thick arrows mean an intensive flow of information; thinner arrows symbolize a less intensive flow and
dotted arrows – a weak flow.  Absence of arrows between the regions means absence of information
connections. Arrow heads show the flow direction.

Regional journalists see the grounds and causes of the information split between the
regions in the following way:

• The division of regions into south and north is seen, perceived as incorrect and
inadequate to reality.  In reality the oblasts united into these regions are very
different in their development and strategic significance within the state;

• All oblasts, to a certain extent, are in an aggrieved situation in relation to the
center – Bishkek.  That is to say, the real line of division lies between the
center and regions and in terms of information splits, it is possible to identify at
least three types of problems: the information exchange between the capital
and regional provinces; exchange between the regions (horizontal) and then
lack of exchange between the southern and northern regions (see the map of
information exchange above).

Thus, mass consciousness is subject to multi-level problems of self-identification.  That
is, there are three levels: the capital, regional (oblast) city centers and the province –
everything local outside of the oblast center (see Graph 14 above).

During our research, the focus groups participants formulated the following reasons
for the information split between the regions and their information networks:

1) Lack and quality of resources:
• Concentration of main resources in the capital and Chui oblast (in the north)
• Lack of finance in the regions
• Concentration of human, intellect resources
• General underdevelopment of communication and expensive services and

means of communication (post, telephone…)
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2) Historical differences and characteristics of the region:
• Different historical past of the regions and as a result – differences in tradi-

tions and customs
• Clan division of the Kyrgyz
• Influence on the population’s way of life in the regions by neighboring

countries: Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan
• High density of population in the south and as a result of inadequate allo-

cation of resources – more pronounced economic backwardness of the south

3) Amount and quality of the transferred information:
• Absence of mechanisms of communication and exchange – ways to trans-

fer the information
•· Distorted or wrong information about the regions
• Persistent superstitions and stereotypes, especially “center-periphery”
• Insufficient work of the news agencies, such as Kabar

4) Ideology and state policy
• Absence of a national idea
• Absence of the state information policy and active information policy of

other states (in the south – Uzbekistan)
• Significant political division and different “weight” of the regions
• Lack of interaction between local authorities
• «Dirty» political interest in existence of the division

5) Opportunities and capacities of the media themselves:
• Excessive centralization of the media (the most significant ones are located

in the center)
• Obsolete technologies and media equipment
• No healthy competition among the media
• Absence of cooperation, corporate spirit
• Inability of our media to compete with Uzbek ones that are better equipped

and capable of “interrupting” the local channels in the south
• Low level of journalism in general and journalism education in particular
• Lack of professional journalism specialists in the regions
• Television specifics – the regions are not provided with enough air time at

the KTR frequency

6) Objective, unsurpassable reasons:
• Different climatic conditions
• Distance, mountains

7) Absence of initiative, interests with both journalists and audiences.

Peculiarities of the state regional policy described above predetermine some basic
processes in the informational sphere of the country:
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• Since the regional media cannot cover the life of the regions sufficiently and
adequately, this function is partially performed by some media coming out in
Bishkek and leaning toward the status of national in terms of coverage;

• Interregional communication takes place indirectly through the center.  That is
that  information from local sites is delivered to Bishkek and then returns to the
regions again, but from the national media.3    Since the capital produces a
large amount of information itself, and the number of distribution channels and
networks is not high, it is inevitable that the information coming from the
regions goes through the selection process again.  As a result, the national
media formulate only an outline of the images of the regions rather than the
full picture.

As a result, it is possible to state that Kyrgyzstan is characterized by a high degree of
centralization of information flows with obvious domination of vertical connections
over the horizontal ones.

Thanks to the messages of own correspondents of various media, more or less stereo-
typical “pictures of the world” are being formed with the people in certain locations.
But in reality, on site, own correspondents write for two or three media at the same
time. Their messages are not published daily and therefore the picture has some
“white spots” naturally appearing because one person, even the most professional
one, is not able to capture the whole complexities of the processes in the region.  This
is why the image of the regions in reality is focused on very few major centers (see
the map of information exchange).

Let us take, for example, the messages from the regions published in “Vecherny
Bishkek” in the column, “in the country.”  The newspaper readers have more informa-
tion about Naryn oblast not because it is more advanced or interesting than Talas or
Issyk-Kul oblasts, but because it has a more active own correspondent.  Another
important aspect is selection at different levels of local materials and messages.  The
initial selection is done by the own correspondent, and the reasons here may vary
from direct pressure by local authorities, with the purpose of prevention of undesir-
able disclosure of circumstances of a particular case, to peculiarities of perception and
the professional mentality of the correspondent who determines the news value and
suitability of the message for one or another mass medium.
During the content analysis research, a task was set to study the images of the
regions as they were being formed by mass media.  The aggregate sample was com-
piled from all operative information (news, sometimes in one telegraph line) which
was published in the issues of “Slovo Kyrgyzstana,” column “One piece of news from

3 In this sense, very important is the article published in newspaper “Slovo Kyrgyzstana” on Batken events in autumn 1999: “Glance
at the south through the north” (by Egemberdy Kabulov) from Jalal-Abad.  The main ideas of the article are: suppression of the
southern problems in the information program “Ala-Too”, national newspapers do not reach the remote areas.  The Russian media
that cover all southern region are first of all interested in coverage of their own war in Dagestan but nevertheless provide more
information than the official Bishkek does.   The information deficit was filled up by Uzbekistan, whose media provided various
colorful “strange” details.  The information “break-through” in Kyrgyz media took place only at the end of August, when the rumors
grew unlimited and residents in the south started to panic.  Reasons for the media silence were the fear of government, which was
capable of repressing the media both economically and legally and absence of resources for the network of own correspondents.
Media did not fulfill their role in coverage of Batken events.
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each oblast” for 1999 and 2000 (total 153 messages) and operative information (only
short, up to 70 lines, messages) of the newspaper “Vecherny Bishkek” relating to the
regions (total 257 messages).  The topics and event causes of the analyzed messages
allowed the identification of several most often spotted topics and images specifically
characteristic for the regions:4

Naryn:
• Border with China, border problems
• Torugart customs and free economic zone
• Design and construction of the century – railway road “Kochkor-Kara-Keche”
• Pre-election scandals (K.Ishenbekov – elections to Parliament in 2000)
• Development of sports
• Cattle breeding as the main branch of the region and poverty of the population

Talas:
• Motherland of Manas, celebration of 1000 years of the epic
• Motherland of public politicians and famous personalities (C. Aitmatov, M.Akaeva,

the Sarygulovs, etc.)
• Pre-election scandal around candidate to Parliament F.Kulov
• Tobacco growing as the main agricultural branch of the region
• Near border problems (Kazakstan)

Issyk-Kul:
• Health and tourist area
• Archeological findings, ancient land of the Kyrgyz
• Scandals related to the construction of the road Cholpon-Ata-Almaty (non-

state decision – approval of the projects – and corruption in construction)
• Kumtor – environmental disaster in Barskaun

Jalal-Abad:
• National reserve areas, relic nut forests
• Suzak earthquake tragedy, avalanches and other natural disasters
• Suzak tragedy and embezzlement of humanitarian aid
• Cotton, tobacco, rice growing as the main agricultural branch
• Pre-election scandals around deputy O.Tekebaev
• Scandals around media – arrest of journalist Ibraimov
• Drug trafficking
• Enforcement of the religious factor

Osh:
• Second capital, southern residence of the President
• Interethnic conflict – Osh events in 1989
• Drug trafficking

4 A lot of information was devoted to “great achievements,” such as opening of the office on ideological work (!) under the akimiat
structures at all levels in Osh oblast or training of Naryn farmers in selection work in cattle breeding.  In such cases these publica-
tions were taken for analysis, grouped into the “cause” clusters. For example, information on farming was characteristic for the
Naryn region as the most agricultural one, and reanimation of propagandist methods from the recent soviet past is characteristic of
the south in relation with the strengthening and extending exposure of the population to alternative, religious ideologies.
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• Celebration of Osh-3000
• Strong regional authorities
• Enforcement of the religious factor, Islamic fundamentalism
• Construction of Bishkek-Osh road
• Reconstruction of Osh airport – corruption of authorities

Batken:
• Border, war, terrorism
• Poverty
• Undeveloped region, lack of resources
• Enclaves, land conflicts
• Problems of the dying mining cities
• Enforcement of the religious factor, Islamic fundamentalism

Chui:
• Kemin – motherland of the President, homeland of his relatives
• Problems of small industrial towns
• Appendix to Bishkek, oblast-servant
• Industrial enterprises
• High level of crime
• Developed agriculture

Bishkek:
• Political center
• Zone of economic development - FEZ
• Center of culture, education
• Political and economic scandals
• High crime rate, prostitution, other social diseases of the society
• Concentration of all resources
• Concentration of all strategic property in the hands of the First Family.

The topics raised in the national media do not necessarily reflect the most painful and
urgent problems of the regions.  On the whole, formulation of a public problem – be it
in the life of regions or other spheres – takes a long period.  In different societies and
at different periods of time the same state of affairs may be perceived as accustomed
and acceptable, not beyond the reality, or as a significant public problem that needs to
be resolved urgently.  For example, during soviet times the relations between the
regions were not considered problematic, which did not mean that in real life the
interrelations between the various administrative components of the country were
balanced, proportional and beneficial.  That is, publicly recognized problems were

.................................................................................................
6.3 Regions in the national media
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formulated as a result of a multi-step communication process which included setting
the problem and assessment of the unsatisfactory state of affairs by certain individu-
als, then expansion of the circle of individuals recognizing this state of affairs as
unsatisfactory and requiring a solution and finally attraction of attention of everyone
in the society.

In formulating a state of affairs in the society as a problem, the media naturally play
a key role.  The more often the media cover a specific problem, the more important
and problematic this state of affairs is perceived by the population.  At the same time,
media may take either a passive role, habitually covering only the positions and
attitudes of public actors to the problem, or provide unbiased statistical data in this
sphere, or become actively involved, directing the information exchange of opinions
on this topic.

To what extent are the problems of the regions (using southern oblasts as an ex-
ample) actualized in Kyrgyzstan’s society, to what extent do the national media for-
mulate the interests and needs of the southern regions in the media texts, what role
do the media play in this? Which sides of public life in the southern regions are
recognized as problems in the modern national information flow? – These and other
questions were addressed in our research.

For this purposes, under the content analysis segment of the research we studied the
texts of television news programs of KTR, Pyramid, NBT, KOORT for November 2000
(N=64), February (N=70) and June (N=110) 2001, as well as newspapers Delo #
(N99= 156; N2000=86), Slovo Kyrgyzstana (N99 = 97 è N2000= 72)5, and regional
southern newspapers “Ush Sadosi”(11), “Ekho Osha(67)” and “Osh Janyrygy”(72) for
1999 and 2000.

The subject of content analysis was the image of regions in the national media and the
image of Bishkek and other regions in the southern media.  The total number of texts
was 806 messages. Besides, all publications of “Vecherny Bishkek” newspaper on the
subject “politics and society” were studied in the issues of February 1998, 1999, 2000
and 2001 (a total of 79 articles).  The task for studying the texts of “Vecherny Bishkek”
was formulated in the following way: “To what extent do the regions act as subjects of
politics on the pages of major national newspapers?”

Specific topics and events that provided content for the analyzed texts are summa-
rized in the following table:

5 All these media, first of all, from the beginning of 90s were defined if not as quality, then in any case as the most popular ones and
therefore represent the journalist standards of actual coverage.  Secondly, they indicate various editorial policies and represent
differing segments of journalism.  Thirdly, they are believed to produce an impact on persons making responsible decisions in the
area of politics and economics. Therefore they have special significance in the mutual game between the media and politics.
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Table 16. Themes and topics of events in TV texts (sample – information programs
of KTR, NBT, KOORT, Pyramid channels)
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The data summarized in the table allows us to draw several conclusions:

6.3.1 Actors

To get into the media focus, it is not necessary to be in the center of a significant public
event, at least not for the President.  In 12 of 40 ÊÒÐ news pieces the actor is President
Akaev. Most often the electronic media cover his trips within the country.  During the ana-
lyzed period (November 2000 – the President was again elected for the new term and
election activity was just starting to decline), some channels created “pseudo events” such
as the President’s birthday (as a pretext to sing an ode to his great achievements) or
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provision of an opportunity for a specific functionary to talk on behalf of all young people of
Kyrgyzstan, voluntary voices of other people for the support of the President.  Undoubtedly,
these publications and news pieces should be considered within the theme “elections and
election campaigns” because this is exactly their origin.  Because there appeared messages
in the Russian and some domestic media – at a level of rumors – on falsification of election
results and mass upheavals organized by the supporters of other candidates to the president’s
position, KTR started an action according to the good old tradition – coloring of the reality
into the palette of unrestrained approval and unlimited support of the entire country.  Espe-
cially of its southern part, where, according to the Russian media, the opposing tendencies
were spotted.  These recipes are not new, but today they are called PR strategies and if they
are not perfectly executed they rarely achieve the expected outcome.  The news pieces
devoted to the President’s activity were the lengthiest ones on KTR and KOORT.  During the
whole month, the journalists of KRT information program mentioned the President 53 times,
while on NBT he was mentioned only twice.

The figure of the prime-minister was presented in a quite different light in the texts of this
period: all channels, without exclusion, broadcast multiple twin messages from the meetings
of the government devoted to most slashing topics, such as corruption in the government
projects, ineffective use of investments etc.  Pyramid television shows the prime minister
three times in relation with such negative events, and three times he acts as the main
character on KTR.  Although the news pieces do not say anything about the fault of the prime
minister himself, on the whole the work of the government under his guidance is subject to
criticism.  Such “courage” of all channels becomes understandable if we remember that in
less than a month Prime Minister Muraliev was dismissed from his position.  In this case it is
more appropriate to talk not about the effectiveness of media messages but about fulfill-
ment by mass media of “preparatory” work for “right understanding” among the people of
the reasons for the upcoming officials rotation.

As for individual representatives of the executive power – ministers, heads of agencies –
their appearance and disappearance in many ways is tied up with certain campaigns.  For
example, if the President declares the year of the village – one should be ready for a huge
wave of messages from and about the Ministry of Agriculture, if it is the year of the moun-
tains – correspondingly, the messages will come from the State Agency on Development of
Tourism, Sports and Youth and the Minister of Ecology.  Thus, as soon as the President
announced the start of a fight against corruption, economic crime, etc., the messages on
wonderful work of the law enforcement bodies and individuals of all levels started to flourish
in all colors on the pages of the newspapers and in television and radio programs.

In the table of television texts above the news pieces, “production” topics are undoubtedly
connected with just another “campaign” on developing the energy sector.  The rise of the
wave of messages on this topic could be observed at this time not only on KTR, but also in
other media (“Slovo Kyrgyzstana,” “Kyrgyz Tuusu”).  At the same time, the waves of this and
other campaigns remarkably coincide with various resolutions, decrees and other regulatory
acts.6   In one of the news pieces of the KTR information program on June 18, 2001 the
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author – G. Kenjeeva – makes the following comment at the background (the piece on
“improvement of cultural and social items of Kadamjay rayon of Batken oblast): “Remem-
bering that this year is declared as the year of support and development of tourism, the
rayon pays attention to restoration of the relaxation facilities and sites.”  And the journalist is
not at all embarrassed by the fact that all these “relaxation facilities and sites” are located
next to the holy religious places – mazars..

Graph 20. Main Actors in TV-texts
Sample: coverage of regions

6 For more details on media campaigning see Section 4 “Media as a social system.”

The parliament of the Republic is another frequent actor in TV texts and programs. The
deputies zealously carry out their mission through hearing the reports of ministers and
heads of departments.  Typical for KTR are “news pieces” where deputies teach the
minister of agriculture and governors of regions how to sow and how to harvest and
blame them for an easy and careless attitude to work.  The programs are made in the
best soviet traditions of reprimand in front of everybody during the meetings of party
bureaus or departmental collegiums. One can notice that deputies appeal very rarely to
public opinion through mass media, they do not mention the electorate’s expectations
and demands, they just make their judgments on the basis of their daily experience.
They believe that the status of a deputy provides them with a clear understanding (suf-
ficient for officials) and capacity to make decisions related to problems at any level and in
any sphere. It is worth noting that, compared to the period of the beginning of the 1990s,
deputies are represented like a monolith group in KTR programs. There are no famous
names and no distinguished individual behavior.  Journalists do not give names while
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journalists speak about individuals in the politics.
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TV texts are characterized by the lack of or very small number of programs where
ordinary citizens participate as actors in the information flow.  There are some programs
on TV, where journalists describe problems of particular labor collectives or work groups.
However, it is impossible to see the real people and their lives in the flow of the “man-
datory” professional vocabulary such as person per hour, cubic meters and kilometers.

In some newspaper articles “faceless” people play the role of the ‘background’ for the
public politicians during meetings, presentations, or act as the subject of a positive,
socially important activity (like ashar7  or another initiative action), but only as a mass.

In the information flow for the whole month, ordinary people were shown only once
(the news piece by Kenjeeva G. about the objections of pensioners in connection with
the relocation of the bus station in Osh city).  The presentation style of the material is
very specific: having started with a description of the conflict’s essence, having shot
close-up several real people waiting for the officials to resolve the problem, the author
finishes with the following comments: the government knows better, but perhaps the
“fathers of the city” could divert their attention from the global problems and focus on
the problems of simple people.  The author does not consider it necessary to find out
the opinion of the “competent” party, or to study the possibilities of the problem
solutions. The traditional paternalistic mentality is demonstrated here: we see it from
the vocabulary used (dichotomy such as: “fathers” of the city – small people, global
problems solved by the power holders, and the concern of elderly people).  The
question-appeal to officials at the end of this text sounds natural.

6.3.2 Event locations

Event locations are most impressive in the information about the regions. Those are
the geographical points where the described events take place.  The information
provided in the table allows us to note that the overwhelming majority of publication
events take place in Bishkek, Osh is in the second place and Jalal-Abad is in the third.
The chances that the important event takes place in Naryn, Talas, Tokmok or Karakol
are even less.8   Thus, 5 out of the 7 selected news pieces made in November (2000)
were shot by KOORT in Bishkek (although the pieces were about the regions), 6 out of
9 news pieces were filmed by Pyramid in Bishkek, 21 out of 40 were made by KTR in
Bishkek and all 10 selected releases by NBT were filmed in Bishkek as well (this is
logical, because this is an independent  Bishkek TV). In 2001, the situation did not
change in this respect:  in June, 14 of 16 NBT news pieces about regions were filmed
in Bishkek, 21 out of 25 Pyramid pieces related to events of the provinces were shot
Bishkek, in 23 of 40 KTR news episodes were made in Bishkek, as well as 18 out of 29
KOORT news pieces.

The diagram “Event locations in regional coverage” represents the locations, from
which “Slovo Kyrgyzstana” received information for its publications in 1999. At the

7 Translator’s note: “Ashar” is a method of construction or other major work where all the neighbors gather together and help each
other out taking turns.

8 The latter is understandable in principle: the sample was focused on information relating to the southern region.
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same time the samples include only the information about the southern region.  How-
ever, as the diagram shows, the majority of the articles about the south were written
in the capital, and the information sources are the press-services of ministries and
departments.

Graph 21. Event locations of regional coverage
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One can observe the disproportion between the number of messages and reported facts
in the current information provided to population. If the total sample is taken it be-
comes obvious that one third of all the materials is related to the Batken war and
consequent situation on the southern border. But the amount of information provided in
those publications and mass media texts is very limited.  While during the immediate
combat and other war operations there was at least a small percentage of factuality in
the publications. During the period between the war actions, attention is focused on the
condition of the army, the war spirit and morale of soldiers, the state of affairs in the
border – all these are themes which are described often without any facts.  Messages
and publications like this frequently include the opinions of experts in the area.

Graph 22. Event locations in TV-texts
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The disproportion between the center-Bishkek and the regions is obvious in both dia-
grams.  The first diagram represents the texts of print media, the second diagram –
electronic media.  At the same time, the most important fact is that the sample included
information related to the life of the southern region.  Most probably, the domination of
the capital as a location for coverage of events in the regions is explained not only by
the inability of different mass media to have own journalists due to the lack of financial
means and by concentration of all ministries and other power institutions in the capital
and the centralization of power there. In our point of view, this tendency reflects the
deficit of autonomy in governance of the regions. All the important decisions are taken
and the fates of the regions decided in the capital.

In spite of the evident interest of mass media to the southern region, residents of the
south consider this flow of information as not at all representative (this opinion is con-
firmed by the results of focus groups, interviews with editors, and surveys of media
users).  The reason for this opinion could be found after the analysis of the quality of
messages. During the Soviet times the huge Osh region was represented by only Osh
and Djalal-Abad cities, all the rest of the oblast province was homogeneous and not
interesting for the mass media.   In any case, this oblast was not frequently shown by
TV and photo reporters. One could not say that no information came from the oblast,
but those separate episodes did not play an important role and were easily lost in the
news current (as a rule, it was information about the hard work of agricultural workers).
The remote areas of the southern region took such a small share in current of news,
that in general those areas stayed in the shadows.  The Osh events produced the effect
of an exploded bomb. The people memorized very well the names of the small cities
and towns like – Kara-Cuu, Uzgen, Myrzaki. When after the perestroika period, “sud-
denly” far away towns, cities and regions appeared as if from nowhere, showing social
activity and readiness to protect the democratic principles. For the majority of residents
in the Kyrgyz Republic it was a discovery compared only with the discovery of America.
“Suddenly” appeared a region of Bazar-Korgon, where the fearless residents of a small
village such as Ahman (the motherland of the most active deputy, the ex-candidate for
the post of the President – Tekebaev) could confront the local authorities insisting on
conducting fair elections.  The towns of miners appeared all of a sudden, where the
people were demanding to resolve the urgent economic problems.

But the south became really “interesting” for mass media because of the dramatic
Batken events.   Today almost 85% of the total information about the region is con-
nected to the Batken events. If earlier the information about life of the whole region was
concealed, now provided information is distorted, presented only through the prism of
the terrorism and vahhabizm threat.  But the life of the ordinary southern residents is
still in the shadow. The facts could even be real, but abundant, negative information
about one sphere of life does not allow the creation of  an adequate information image
about the whole southern region.

As a result of such interpretation of events, one can witness a schematization of image
about the regions.9  As a rule, the images are stereotypes built on the basis of negative

9 See description of images of the regions.
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information.  Thus, abundant information about the Batken campaign, feeding of mate-
rials, which do not have a clear event cause, feeding of information, which is not sup-
ported by the facts, concealment of certain facts (about which the informal channels
inform the population anyway), emphasizing of other facts – all these aspects allow to
strengthen the image of the south as the region of numerous threats: Islamic funda-
mentalism, terrorism, drug trafficking.

Graph 23.  Shares of regional news and location coverage
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The residents of the region, since they do not receive information about everyday life or
urgent issues of their own social practice, legitimately make a conclusion that the na-
tional mass media do not give the real picture of events in the southern part of the
country. Obviously, with such “coverage” of life in the regions, ordinary citizens living
there have a feeling of being excluded from the information image of the region, ex-
press their bewilderment and dissatisfaction with such coverage.  Since no user in the
regions studies the share of coverage from the other regions, the residents from every
region have the impression, that the reality of their particular region did not receive
adequate attention, and an inadequate understanding of local events of social life is
formed.  It is not by accident that the respondents in focus groups for media users,
journalists and editors often indicated that the coverage of other regions was quite
adequate and sufficient and gave a completely opposite opinion regarding coverage of
their own region.  Such opinions have been expressed by the residents of Naryn, Issyk-
Kul, Jalal-Abad.  For the majority of regional residents, the national mass media are the
main source of information on the situation in their own region, city, oblast, that is to
say that information passes the following scheme before it reaches the consumer:
province-center-province.

However, there are some differences in assessment of fullness and regularity of cover-
age of local life in different regions. Thus, by the assessment of Osh and Jalal-Abad
oblasts’ residents, the incompleteness and inadequacy of information reality in the
national mass media has the connotation of conscious lowering and the discrimination
of importance of the biggest region in the country.  The residents in the northern
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regions very often have an understanding that truly important events take place in the
center.  In the province there are no events, and people live at the periphery of history
and development. Thus there are no actual causes for coverage.

6.3.3 Sources of information

1. All the channels have one and the same source of information. As a rule, those are
the official structures, specifically working with mass media such as: press services
of the President’s Administration, government and parliament, press services of
ministries and departments, the information agency Kabar.

2. Practically one and the same type of message passes from one information program
to another, at the same time journalists as a rule follow the chronics of the event
development, without making too many efforts in application of their creative and
analytical approaches.  However, depending on the character of the message (if the
event has a positive or negative connotation), some channels (like KTR) prefer to
make the messages either very long, providing all details and accompaniments of
they are positive or very short, ascertaining a fact of event itself, without giving the
details if they are negative. Thus, for example, in case with presentation of the
memorable medals to the ambassadors of foreign countries and representatives of
international missions in Kyrgyzstan in honor of 3000-year anniversary of Osh, the
NBT channel decided 25 seconds is sufficient for such official event.  KTR, however,
managed to stretch the same event to 2.07 minutes, by including into the piece an
effusive “ode” praising President A. Akaev for all his activities, and by inserting a
message from the Russian ambassador, who expressed his high opinion of the activ-
ity of A. Akaev and who congratulated him on his election victory.  And on the
contrary, in the case of the meeting of the government on ineffective expenditure of
investments and on careless execution of the terms of project on reconstruction of
Osh-Bishkek road, the KTR allotted only 37 seconds to state the fact of the govern-
ment meeting.  The essence of the matter – a conflict in major investment design –
was not covered by the message.  The KOORT produced a news piece on this event
lasting 2.03 minutes, Pyramid – 2.15 minutes, NBT –2.25 minutes, while only chan-
nel followed the development of events quite coherently.  NBT was the only channel
which produced a news piece on the criminal activity of officials engaged in food
provision to the army in Batken, (the only popular newspaper that covered this
event was Delo Nomer). Thus, using mainly official information, mass media are
directed by the power bodies, obediently covering only what has been pre-selected
for coverage.  Even the Pyramid channel, which always tried to highlight its inde-
pendence, follows the precisely shaped way and does not show any zealousness in
criticizing the state of affairs in the regions.  Unfortunately, the quality of presenta-
tion of material, profundity of coverage of a problem and the character of informa-
tion sources allows us to state that investigative journalism does not exist as a
genre.  Selection of “comfortable” information, its provision in doses or its complete
absence (system of concealment of information), aimed at power entity – all these
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factors result in the making of wrong decisions, the deformation of power.  At the
same time, as a result of such conformist behavior, journalists create conditions for
virtualization of the information and political life.  When the information channels
provide only the information that is filtered or dozed by the government bodies
themselves, “the government hears only its own voce, it knows that it hears only its
own voice, but nevertheless it continues to deceive itself that it is the voice of
people, and demands from people to support this illusion.  The people, however,
partly fall into political superstition, partly – to total political distrust, or, having
absolutely turned away from political life, become a crowd of people, who lead only
their private lives.”10

It is not by accident that during the analyzed period the genre of investigative journal-
ism was practically absent.  And it was exactly during the period when the activity of
government was allowed to be criticized and the curtain of confidentiality related to
corruption and embezzlement in government projects was partly opened - journalists
had plenty of opportunities to conduct such kind of investigations.  But the style of
Kyrgyz journalists’ work was still tied with following events, a non-creative approach to
study of every case while preparing material.  And in the scandal situation, with the
violation of the contract on Osh-Bishkek road construction, the journalist’s curiosity did
not go further than visiting the press conference, organized by the government struc-
tures (State Investments Committee and Ministry of transport and communications).

6.3.4 Event causes

The messages are mostly based on official events and measures taken by the govern-
ment. As it was shown above, journalists use a limited set of sources of information, for
the most part the state bodies. Since at the “exit point” from the management system
the information is already selected and presented as it is suited for the government, the
spectrum of themes raised and event causes are practically the same for all mass media
irrespective of their type. Different media allow only slight differences in the theme.
Below are two diagrams, which visualize the differences of segments and themes of
messages. The diagrams reflect the publications of the newspaper in 1999 and 2000.

Graph 24. Event causes of "Slovo Kyrgyzstana" 1999 publications

10 G.Diligensky. “Search for meaning and goal: problems of mass consciousness”. Moscow, 1998. p.237.
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Graph 25. Event causes of "Slovo Kyrgyzstana" 2000 publications
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In general, the analysis of the events’ structure in the coverage of the regions is the
most important issue.  There were three aspects, which became the causes for news in
our sample: events and urgent topics, opinions and positions, and some messages did
not have any real manifested cause.  The analysis of texts in the total sample (806
publications) showed that almost 50% (402) of messages were devoted to events and
urgent topics, 319 messages or about 40% were written on the basis of opinions and
positions of various individuals, most often officials.  And about 10% (85) messages did
not have a clearly expressed event behind them. Most often these were devoted to the
topics considered by the society as problem, (see Chart 2 “The structure of events in
regional coverage”).

As it is shown on the map of information exchange among the regions, and as the results of
the content analysis research demonstrate, the horizontal connections and information ex-
change among various regions (oblasts) are practically nonexistent.  Information from one
region to another comes indirectly through the center and Batken events made the problem
of no information exchange between the regions even more serious.

Chart 26.  Structure of events in the regional coverage
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Since Batken events are in the area of common state interests, every rayon or oblast
medium, irrespective of its type, considered its duty to cover them in one way or
another.  Absence of own correspondents network, limitation of journalists’ access to
the combat area, prohibition for local journalists to transfer information – all these
served as obstacles for coverage of Batken media by media of other regions.  As the
editor of the Issyk-Kul newspaper “Myizam Jolu” has told in the interview, it was impos-
sible to obtain information on the recruitment of the reservists or contract soldiers from
the local military recruitment offices.  This is why the regional media were left out of
such an urgent event and while the soldiers were fighting the militant terrorist groups,
media of other regions were reporting celebrations, agricultural routine, about life which
had nothing to do with the military events.  Thus, in the situation of coverage of Batken
events there was an absolute information gap among the regions.

The focus group participants – editors of oblast media – expressed their opinions that
the everyday, routine life of the regions is of no interest for residents of other regions.
It is exactly this understanding which dominates the journalism practice of Osh oblast
newspapers selected for content analysis – “Ush Sadosi,” “Osh Janyrygy,” and “Ekho
Osha.”  During the two years of the sample, the newspaper “Ush Sadosi” published 28
articles devoted to other regions.  Out of these, only one article related to Issyk-Kul
oblast, one article was on the events in the Chui oblast (Sokuluk) and three articles –
events in Batken.  All other articles were oriented to events in the capital, wherein the
capital and power holders are raised to the rank of the do-gooders who are very con-
cerned about the development of the regions.  The tone of the newspaper is that of an
unrestrained optimist.

The situation with the publications in the newspaper “Osh Janyrygy” is even stranger.
In 1999, it published 37 articles about other regions, and 22 in 2000.  A significant part
of the published articles are reprints from the national press, such as the interview by
Ella Taranova in “Slovo Kyrgyzstana” with Governor Muraliev on celebration Osh-3000.
A large number of articles are letters from different regions with congratulations for the
3000th anniversary of the city of Osh.  One more group of reports are historical articles
about legendary natives of Osh or the south who work in the north.

“Ekho Osha” – 49 articles in 1999 and 33 – in 2000. The overwhelming majority of the
articles contained commercial information on the prices of various types of agricultural
produce in different regions.  The rest of the articles are decrees, resolutions and other
legislation relating to the life of the  regions.

Thus, while the national media present the information on regions inadequately, sche-
matically, and irregularly, the regional media are at the zero level of informational
interaction.  The situation with information exchange is dissatisfactory to such extent
that even the state bodies formulate the problem of absence of reliable channels of
communication.  A good illustration of this is a statement by the chief editor of one of
the southern newspapers: “Not so long ago we, the editors of oblast state newspapers,
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were called to the office of the President’s press secretary O.Ibraimov.  And we started
to talk about the fact that we have very limited channels of communication among the
regions.  There are no fax machines, computers or Internet connections.  Many regional
media have large debts for telephone services, etc. By the way, he was very surprised
to learn that we don’t even have computers and called eje (Mairam Akaeva – note by
the report authors) with a request to help us.  As a result we now have a computer in
our newspaper.  We also agreed then that we will issue and exchange the pages de-
voted to oblasts.”

A project of special issues devoted to the life of each oblast was offered by the President’s
press secretary O.Ibraimov in 2000, at the meeting of editors of oblast state newspa-
pers.  According to the plan, each oblast newspaper was supposed to prepare a special
issue which later could be published in all other oblasts.  However, even such one-time
action of cooperation did not happen.  The population of the regions receives no infor-
mation on the life of other regions from their local media.

This situation has a huge destructive and disintegrating potential and requires immedi-
ate attention and solution.  Some of the focus group participants formulated quite
pessimistic scenarios for the development of the situation if the problem was not ad-
dressed urgently.  The formulated scenarios included the following:

- «Even deeper economic and information gap among the regions, as the eco-
nomic situation is getting worse and worse»

- «There may appear a person or organization which will demand either a system
of federation (with south and north as the components) or separation of the
south»

- «As a result of military operations and the deteriorating economic situation in
the south, migration and flow of refugees to the north will increase»

- «Obvious economic advantage of Bishkek and Chui oblast in comparison to other
regions resulting in an increase of internal migration to the capital»

- «Influence of Uzbekistan and new religious movements may result in a factual
split of the country into two parts and separation of the southern regions»

- «Inattention to the regions and their neglect may result in a reduction of invest-
ments and an outflow of highly qualified specialists».

As for the ways to resolve the problem, during the focus groups the participants were
asked to think what specific steps might be taken today to improve the information
exchange between the regions.  The following recommendations represent the com-
bined list of proposed possible solutions:

1. Increase the interest among journalists themselves through discussion of the
problem at seminars, round tables, meetings and media publications:
• project aimed at researching a cause or problem in the society with invitation

of experts for discussion of the information gaps among regions under a
wider problem, such as security of the state;
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2. Attraction of society’s attention to the problem through increase of civil self-
consciousness:
• Work in the regions for education and destruction of the most destructive

stereotypes;

3. Attraction of the attention of the state to the problem of absence of the national
integrating policy:
• Assistance in creation and promotion of the created ideology;

4. Development of the corporate spirit and cooperation among journalists:
• Recreation of active professional associations and unions;
• Independent media should protect each other and participate in decision-

making together with other independent organizations (such as NGOs);

5. Removal of confrontation and development of cooperation between the state
and non-state media:
• Not to oppose the independent and state press, since this does not facilitate

the dialogue between them;
• “Educate” the officials so that they do not doubt the credibility of informa-

tion, trust the media more and are more tolerant to criticism;
• Organize practical seminars for heads of state press-services and journalists

of non-state media so that they can develop mechanisms of cooperation;

6. Creation of joint regional programs similar to programs “Open Asia,” “Door,”
creation of the studio “Kyrgyzstan” (similar to the studio “MIR”) which would be
working for the entire country and in each region;

7. Development of connections between the regions:
• Restoration of the network of own correspondents of the national newspa-

pers in the regions;
• Improvement of cultural exchange among regions (festivals, competitions,

days of culture);
• Restoration of broadcasting of the KTR channel to the full coverage of the

entire republic;

8. Development of connections and exchanges among the journalists:
• Seminars, focus groups similar to the ones conducted under the project,

congresses and meetings;
• Internships and exchange among journalists and companies;
• Connections with journalists from other countries (for example, Russia);

9. Technical and financial support for the media (especially regional ones) by do-
nors and investors:
• Consultations, training, scholarships for upgrading of qualifications and training

of new personnel;
• Grants for the media and projects implemented by the media;
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• Grants and investments for development of the printing base and upgrading
of equipment;

• Opening of branches of Bishkek printing enterprises in the regions;
• Printing of central newspapers in the regions (the result – cutting of ex-

penses for delivery and better access to information from the center in the
regions);

10.Creation of resource centers for media support (similar to the one in Osh) in
each region:
• At least 1-2 computers in each oblast;
• Internet communication for information exchange;
• Base to conduct workshops, meetings, practical seminars;
• Organize telephone reports between companies for news exchange.
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